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GROW revenue and operational excellence with CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Organizations today require a robust Customer Experience and Customer Success strategy to 
maintain and increase market share and profitability – or be left behind. 
Why choose Grow CX? We have multinational experience rolling out CX initiatives with Industry 
4.0 technologies, leading to increased EBITDA and decreased customer churn.

We can work independently or supplement your internal teams and vendors
PROJECT-BASED, LONG-TERM, OCCASIONAL SOUNDING BOARD

www.growCX.com

Our Approach
The fix is never easy, until it is.

“Happy customers  
pay their bills and  

return to buy again”
-Gilbey

Learning
“Brands that optimize CX 
increase revenue 10-15% 
and lower costs 15-20%” 

-McKinsey

Whether you are starting out fresh or already down a CX path, 
we begin with a holistic view of CX – what exactly is it? Let’s create good CX habits from the 
outset with a shared view of a better future and a robust CX mindset.

Discovery
“Companies with engaged 

employees outperform 
competitors by 147%”

-Forbes

We deep dive with your teams in groups and 1-on-1 to uncover the 
current state and shine a light on what is possible. Employees are typically the first and 
best source of discovery. We also speak directly with a few customers. 

Roadmap
“CX Leaders grow  
revenue 12% faster  
than CX Laggards”

-Forrester

After the Learning and Discovery phases, we return a roadmap 
with clear and practical suggestions for next steps. If you are happy with our work, we can 
continue in an Advisory capacity to implement CX improvements.



Customer Experience Advisory

Themes that anchor our approach to Customer Experience
 CX Competencies    STRATEGY • CULTURE • ORGANIZATION • INSIGHTS • DESIGN • METRICS

 Journey Mapping    Irrefutable visualization of what your customers see, think, and feel

 Process Discipline    Existing operational metrics can be improved through the lens of CX

 Data Architecture    Your CX ambitions are accelerated or impeded by your data strategy

 Depth and Breadth    Practical experience in sales, marketing, operations, and transformation

 The Goal is Growth    CX is all about creating happy customers and putting cash in the bank
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